The N-terminus of the voltage-dependent anion channel (VDAC) has been proposed to contain the mechanistically important gating helices that modulate channel opening and closing. In this study, we utilize magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS NMR) to determine the location and structure of the N-terminus for functional channels in lipid bilayers by measuring long-range 13 C− 13 C distances between residues in the N-terminus and other domains of VDAC reconstituted into DMPC lipid bilayers. Our structural studies show that the distance between A14 C β in the N-terminal helix and S193 C β is ∼4−6 Å. Furthermore, VDAC phosphorylation by a mitochondrial kinase at residue S193 has been claimed to delay mitochondrial cell death by causing a conformational change that closes the channel, and a VDAC-Ser193Glu mutant has been reported to show properties very similar to those of phosphorylated VDAC in a cellular context. We expressed VDAC-S193E and reconstituted it into DMPC lipid bilayers. Two-dimensional 13 C−
ABSTRACT:
The N-terminus of the voltage-dependent anion channel (VDAC) has been proposed to contain the mechanistically important gating helices that modulate channel opening and closing. In this study, we utilize magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS NMR) to determine the location and structure of the N-terminus for functional channels in lipid bilayers by measuring long-range 13 C− 13 C distances between residues in the N-terminus and other domains of VDAC reconstituted into DMPC lipid bilayers. Our structural studies show that the distance between A14 C β in the N-terminal helix and S193 C β is ∼4−6 Å. Furthermore, VDAC phosphorylation by a mitochondrial kinase at residue S193 has been claimed to delay mitochondrial cell death by causing a conformational change that closes the channel, and a VDAC-Ser193Glu mutant has been reported to show properties very similar to those of phosphorylated VDAC in a cellular context. We expressed VDAC-S193E and reconstituted it into DMPC lipid bilayers. Two-dimensional 13 C− 13 C correlation experiments showed chemical shift perturbations for residues located in the N-terminus, indicating possible structural perturbations to that region. However, electrophysiological data recorded on VDAC-S193E showed that channel characteristics were identical to those of wild type samples, indicating that phosphorylation of S193 does not directly affect channel gating. The combination of NMR and electrophysiological results allows us to discuss the validity of proposed gating models. M embrane proteins can provide essential pathways for transport of a variety of metabolites and ligands through a bilayer leaflet and do so in a switchable fashion. An outstanding example demonstrating this ability is the human voltage-dependent anion channel (VDAC), a 32 kDa integral membrane protein that is known to be the primary avenue for metabolite traffic between the mitochondrion and cytoplasm. 1, 2 Because of VDAC's importance, a great deal of effort has and continues to be directed at determining its detailed structure as well as understanding its function. The initial structure reported for VDAC was determined with solution nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) in lauryldimethylamine oxide (LDAO) micelles and revealed a 19-strand β-barrel with a flexible Nterminal helix. 3 Shortly thereafter, additional X-ray and solution NMR structures of VDAC with similar features appeared in the literature. 4, 5 In the diffraction structure, 4 two α-helices are present in the N-terminus and this section of the protein is located adjacent to the wall of the β-barrel. In contrast, in the solution NMR structure, a single helix is resolved, 3, 5 and while the N-terminus was located inside the β-barrel, the family of calculated structures shows greater conformational heterogeneity for the N-terminal region. Specifically, some of the calculated structures in the bundle of conformers show an Nterminus that protrudes out of the β-barrel into the surrounding medium. Thus, while there is agreement about the general position of the N-terminus, there are significant details that differ among the structures.
The position of the N-terminus is of considerable interest because of its purported critical role in VDAC's characteristic ability to selectively transport either cations or anions between open or closed states, respectively. Some gating models have proposed that the conformation of VDAC's N-terminus underlies its ability to switch between transporting either anions or cations. A number of these models consider an independent movement of the N-terminus upon gating. 6−10 For example, one model for explaining the gating mechanism proposed that the N-terminal region could be displaced from its position adjacent to the barrel wall out into the middle of the pore to gate between cations and anions. 11 However, these models were not supported by more recent cross-linking experiments that demonstrated the N-terminus and barrel did not move independently between open and closed states. 12 In the first gating model developed by Colombini and co-workers, the N-terminus is part of a voltage-sensor domain that slides in and out of the channel upon voltage gating. 13−15 Although the mechanisms are still under debate, most observations have demonstrated the presence of the N-terminus is required for channel gating, 3,16−18 and new models incorporating recent experiments 19−21 and computational studies 22 are needed to improve our understanding of the structural basis of gating and the role of the N-terminus.
A second important question is how the gating mechanism is regulated in cells as part of signaling pathways that control cellular life and death processes. 8, 23 VDAC's N-terminus has been reported to be a critical feature for activating such pathways, but the structural basis of this role is not understood. A potential mechanism for in vivo regulation of VDAC's Nterminal region is through posttranslational modifications of the surrounding residues. For example, Chen et al. recently reported that the mitochondrial kinase Nek1 phosphorylates VDAC on residue serine 193, which was found to regulate phenotypical responses to DNA damage; 24 cells with VDAC phosphorylated at S193 were reported to survive longer after being exposed to lethal amounts of radiation. Similar effects in a cellular context were observed for an S193E VDAC mutant. 24 In a follow-up study, the same group reported that S193 phosphorylation or an S193E mutation closed VDAC irreversibly, as suggested by analysis of atomic force microscopy images and cytochrome c leakage assays. 25 The S193A mutant was reported to be always open. 25 In the crystal structure, S193 is positioned inside the β-barrel with its side chain pointing toward the lumen. In addition, the N-terminus is situated such that A14 C β is located adjacent to S193 C β approximately 4−6 Å away. In contrast to these publications, a previous model put forth by Colombini and coworkers, based on biochemical and biophysical data, proposed that S192, an analogous residue in VDAC from the organism Neurospora crassa, is positioned at a very different location in a loop outside the path of ion flow and not in a region spanning the membrane. 26, 27 Because differences between Colombini's model and the three-dimensional (3D) structures have been the subject of recent discussions, 28, 29 it is important to establish the position of S193 for VDAC reconstituted in a lipid bilayer environment in which samples have been demonstrated to be fully functional. 30 We previously demonstrated reconstitution of VDAC in lipid bilayer two-dimensional (2D) crystals yielded high-resolution NMR spectra and, importantly, also fully functional channels. 30 This provided a platform for investigating the structure of VDAC, and the structural basis of channel gating. To determine the location and structure of the N-terminus for functional channels in lipid bilayers, we have used magic angle spinning NMR (MAS NMR) dipolar recoupling methods to measure long-range 13 C− 13 C distances between S193 and residues in the N-terminus for VDAC reconstituted in DMPC bilayers. In particular, 3D heteronuclear experiments permitted unambiguous assignment of several long-range contacts for VDAC in 2D crystals. Our structural studies show that the distance between A14 C β in the N-terminal helix and S193 C β is ∼4−6 Å. The phosphorylation mimetic mutant S193E, which was supposed to mimic the closed state of VDAC, 25 demonstrated minor spectral changes compared to those of the wild-type VDAC and showed virtually no difference in function between the S193E mutant and wild-type protein as investigated by electrophysiological measurements. These high-resolution structural results determined the relative location of the Nterminus for functional channels in lipid bilayers and prompted us to discuss the validity of proposed gating models.
■ EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Expression and Purification of Recombinant Human VDAC. The expression and purification of VDAC followed the protocol of Malia and Wagner 31 and Hiller et al. 32 with some minor modifications. Isoform 1 of human VDAC was expressed in BL21(DE3) cells transformed with the VDAC plasmid containing a six-His C-terminal tag. Overnight cultures were grown in 10 mL of unlabeled LB broth for 12−16 h and then used to inoculate 700 mL of LB broth. Cells were grown at 37°C until they reached an OD 600 of 0.6, pelleted, suspended again in M9 minimal medium, and grown again at 37°C until they reached an OD 600 of 0.8−1.0. Overexpression was then induced with 1 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside for 3−5 h. All isotopically labeled materials were purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories. For [U- 13 [50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 20 mM BME]. Precipitated VDAC was centrifuged and dissolved in 6 M guanidine (GuHCl) buffer and refolded at 4°C by dropwise dilution of 1 volume of urea buffer containing VDAC into 10 volumes of stirred refolding buffer [25 mM Na·PO 4 (pH 7.0), 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 20 mM BME, and 1% (43 mM) LDAO]. After the mixture had been stirred overnight at 4°C, refolded VDAC was dialyzed against 20 volumes of 25 mM Na· PO 4 (pH 7.0), 2−3 mM DTT, and 1 mM EDTA.
For cation exchange chromatography, samples were loaded onto a 50 mL SP sepharose HP column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with buffer A [25 mM Na·PO 4 (pH 7.0), 5 mM DTT, and 0.1% LDAO]. VDAC was eluted over a 25 to 50% gradient with buffer B (buffer A with 1 M NaCl) at approximately 30−35% buffer B. Fractions containing properly folded VDAC were pooled and concentrated using Centricon 10 kDa molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) concentrators.
Mutagenesis. VDAC S193E and S193A mutants were prepared using the QuikChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit from Stratagene (Agilent Technologies). 33 with some modifications that have been described previously. 30 Purified, refolded VDAC in 0.1% LDAO was dialyzed for 24 h against 2−4 L of 0.6% (w/v) octyl POE (Bachem), 50 mM Tris (pH 8), and 2 mM DTT. Dried DMPC (Avanti Polar Lipids) was added to 1% octyl POE, solubilized, and added to VDAC in equal volumes at a lipid:protein ratio of 1:2 (w/w). The mixture was then dialyzed against buffer containing 150 mM NaCl, 20 mM MgCl 2 , 10 mM MES (pH 6.5), and 5 mM DTT at room temperature for several days with 2 × 4 L of buffer changes per day in a dialysis cassette (Thermo Scientific) with a 10 kDa MWCO. The solution became cloudy after dialysis for 12−24 h, and crystals appeared fully formed after 36−48 h. Dialysis was allowed to proceed for an additional 48−72 h until the absorbance of VDAC in solution was ≤5%. Samples were then removed and washed against 25 mM Na 2 HPO 4 /NaH 2 PO 4 buffer (pH 7) to remove any remaining detergent and to lower salt concentrations for MAS NMR studies. Each sample contained 18 mg of VDAC and 9 mg of lipids. Samples were centrifuged into Bruker 3.2 mm rotors, and the drive tips were sealed with epoxy to prevent dehydration.
VDAC Reconstitution and Conductance Measurements. Planar lipid membranes were formed on a 70−90 μm diameter orifice in the 15 μm thick Teflon partition that separated two compartments as previously described. 34 The membrane was formed from two opposed lipid monolayers made from a 5 mg/mL solution of diphytanoylphosphatidylcholine (DPhPC) (Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc.) in pentane. The compartments were filled with 1 M KCl buffered with 5 mM HEPES (pH 7.4). Channel insertion was achieved by adding ∼0.5 μL of VDAC/DMPC 2D crystals diluted at a 1:100 (v/v) ratio in a buffer [10 mM Tris, 50 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA, 15% (v/v) DMSO, and 2.5% (v/v) Triton X-100 (pH 7.0)] into the 1.2 mL aqueous phase of the cis compartment while being stirred. The potential was defined as positive when it was greater at the side of VDAC addition (cis side). Current recordings were performed as described previously 34 using an Axopatch 200B amplifier (Axon Instruments, Inc., Foster City, CA) in voltage clamp mode. Single-channel data were filtered by a low-pass Bessel filter at 10 kHz and directly saved into the computer memory with a sampling frequency of 50 kHz. VDAC ion selectivity was determined from the measurements of reversal potential, the voltage corresponding to zero current at a KCl gradient of 1 M KCl cis versus 0.2 M KCl trans, buffered with 5 mM HEPES (pH 7.4) on single channels. The voltage-dependent properties of a membrane containing many channels were assessed following the protocol devised by Colombini and colleagues 35, 36 in which gating is inferred from response of VDAC to slowly changing applied periodic voltage waves. A symmetrical 5 mHz triangular voltage wave with an amplitude of ±60 mV from a model 33120A function waveform generator (Hewlett-Packard) was used. Data were acquired with a Digidata 1322A board (Axon Instruments, Inc.) at a sampling frequency of 1 Hz and analyzed using pClamp version 10.2 (Axon Instruments, Inc.). Analysis of VDAC voltage gating was performed as previously described. 34 Open probabilities were defined as the ratio (G − G min )/(G max − G min ), where G max and G min are the maximal and minimal conductances, respectively. Two gating parameters, n, defined as the effective gating charge, and V 0 , the voltage at which half of the channels are open and half are closed, were calculated from the open probability plots as previously described. 34, 36 Plot fitting was performed with the Boltzmann equation. 34 MAS NMR Spectroscopy. Homonuclear 2D 13 C− 13 C correlation spectra were acquired with radio frequency-driven dipolar recoupling (RFDR) 37 N E-free probe. Experiments employed MAS frequencies of 12.5 and 16.667 kHz maintained at ±5 Hz using a Bruker MAS controller. For RFDR spectra, the carrier was placed in the middle of the aliphatic region and 33 kHz (at 12.5 kHz MAS) or 40 kHz (at 16.6 kHz MAS) π-pulses were applied with 100−110 kHz CW 1 H decoupling during mixing and 83 kHz TPPM 38 1 H decoupling during acquisition and evolution. A recycle delay of 2.5 s was used, and typically, 32− 64 scans per t 1 value were averaged, yielding a total acquisition time between 16 and 32 h. Samples were cooled with a stream of nitrogen gas at a flow rate of 2500 L/h. The temperature was regulated at 4°C as monitored by a thermocouple next to the stator, and the internal sample temperature (not including radiofrequency heating) at a given spinning frequency and specified amount of cooling was calibrated using 79 Br. 39 Experiments for estimating 13 C− 13 C distances were conducted on a Bruker Avance II spectrometer (Bruker Biopsin) equipped with a 3.2 mm E-free MAS probe at 20 kHz MAS and a 900 MHz 1 H field strength. Long-range 13 C− 13 C contacts were obtained with a series of 2D proton-assisted recoupling (PAR) 40 experiments optimized using a 13 C radiofrequency field of ∼50 kHz and a 1 H radiofrequency field of ∼55 kHz for mixing times between 8 and 15 ms and employing 83 kHz TPPM 1 H decoupling during acquisition and evolution periods. The 3D NCOCX spectra were recorded using a pulse sequence described previously by Ladizhansky and co-workers. 41 Specifically, 1 H− 15 N cross-polarization (CP) 42 was optimized for a 1 ms contact time with a radiofrequency field of 50 kHz on 15 N and the 1 H field ramped linearly around the n = 1 Hartmann−Hahn condition. 43 SPECIFIC-CP 44 for the 15 N− 13 C′ transfer was optimized with an 8 ms contact time with a radiofrequency field strength of 2.5υ r on 15 N and 3.5υ r (where υ r = ω r /2π, spinning frequency) on 13 C′ with 100 kHz 1 H CW decoupling at a ω r /2π = 12.5 kHz frequency; 83 kHz TPPM 1 H decoupling was used during evolution and acquisition periods with a pulse length of 5.8 μs and optimized phases of 0°and 13°. 13 C− 13 C mixing was performed with 100 ms DARR mixing 45 (n = 1 condition), RFDR, 46 or protonassisted recoupling (PAR). 40 The NCOCX experiment employed a 2 s recycle delay and 16 scans were acquired for a total acquisition time of ∼7 days.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations. The complex structure [Protein Data Bank (PDB) entry 3EMN] was embedded into an explicit lipid bilayer and solvated in 150 mM KCl, and the CHARMM-GUI interface of Im et al. and CHARMM-36 parameters were used for the DOPE lipid bilayer. The TIP3P water model and recently developed ion parameters were used for all MD simulations. The published crystal structure was used to construct the simulation box for WT VDAC. SCWRL version 3.0 was used to construct the S193E mutant system. Each constructed protein−membrane complex was equilibrated at 303.15 K with the NPaT ensemble for 20 ns using periodic boundary conditions in a tetragonal box with dimensions of 84.9 Å × 84.9 Å × 82.5 Å. This was followed with simulation runs of 80 ns. The temperature was maintained with a LoweAnderson thermostat as implemented in NAMD. All MD 47 Subsequent analysis of the system was performed using the CHARMM program suite (35b1r1). 48 Brownian Dynamics Simulations. We used the BRO-MOC program suite to compute ion conductance with GrandCanonical Monte Carlo simulations utilizing an algorithm of Im, Seefeld, and Roux. 49 The newly developed method of Luo et al. 50 and Egwolf et al. 51 was used to assess the reaction field component for GCMC/BD simulations. The details of Poisson−Boltzmann computations required for obtaining static and reaction field maps can be found in ref 52 . In all BROMOC simulations, the VDAC channel was treated as a rigid structure with a dielectric constant of 2 surrounded by a high-dielectric solvent (ε w = 80) and embedded in an implicit membrane (ε m = 2) with a thickness of 30 Å. To introduce effects of protein dynamics, 25 evenly spaced frames were selected from an 80 ns MD trajectory. We considered two systems with symmetric (1 M KCl) and asymmetric (1 M/0.1 M) buffers to assess conductance and reversal potentials associated with S193E mutations. The simulation box covered an entire length of protein with GCMC buffers located approximately 15 Å from its boundaries.
■ RESULTS
Assignment of S193 and Surrounding Residues. To probe the effect of phosphorylation of S193, it was first necessary to identify this residue in the WT construct and confirm its location relative to the N-terminus. To identify and unambiguously assign S193, we conducted a 3D NCOCX correlation experiment with [U-13 C, 15 N]WT VDAC. The chemical shift of S193 Ca and Cb and the sequential triplet G192-S193-I194 permitted unambiguous identification of this peak. Figure 1 shows two slices through the 3D NCOCX experiment with assignments for residues 192−194. Crosspeaks are well-resolved, yielding <0.5 ppm line widths for both 15 N and 13 C. The chemical shifts of S193 Ca and Cb are consistent with a β-barrel secondary structure, and the intensity of the S193 cross-peak is well above the noise in crosspolarization experiments; thus, this residue is relatively rigid at ambient temperature. Many additional assignments were obtained from this experiment and other 3D experiments on multiple samples, and these assignments and experiments will be discussed in detail in a forthcoming publication.
Assignments taken from the 3D spectra permitted unambiguous identification of S193 in 2D 13 C− 13 C correlation spectra. An example 2D 13 C− 13 C RFDR correlation spectrum obtained with [U- 13 C, 12 C-FLY, 15 N]VDAC is shown in Figure 2 with S193 assigned. Assignments of the N-terminal portion of VDAC in 2D crystals were previously achieved via 2D and 3D experiments. 30 The chemical shift for S193 Cb is unique in the direct dimension; no other peaks exist at 67.8 ppm.
13 C− 13 C Long-Range Distance Measurements. To confirm the proximity of residue 193 to the surrounding residues requires long-range contacts. Arguably, one of the better methods for doing this is with proton-assisted recoupling (PAR), 40 which permits long-range, weak contacts in the presence of many stronger couplings. Assignment of S193 and its unique chemical shift allowed us to look for contacts between S193 Cb and sites adjacent in space. Any cross-peaks appearing along 67.8 ppm could then be unambiguously attributed to contacts with S193. Figure 3 shows a long mixing 13 C− 13 C PAR spectrum in red overlaid with a short mixing RFDR experiment in blue. The RFDR experiment shows almost exclusively one-bond contacts and demonstrates that the S193 Cb resonance is unique. The only other possible resonances that occur at the A14 Cb chemical shift arise from isoleucine Cg2 resonances. We therefore reverse labeled isoleucine as well as WHFY residues with 12 C-and 14 N-labeled amino acids to unambiguously assign S193 to A14 contacts in the PAR experiments. Figure 4 shows an expansion of the previous PAR spectrum with several additional assignments. PAR transfer efficiencies depend not only on the distance between recoupled spins but also on the local 1 H geometry surrounding those spins. Thus, while it cannot be used in this way to extract precise internuclear distances, determining the maximal cross-peak Figure 1 . Typical 2D planes from a 3D NCOCX experiment with [U-13 C, 15 N]VDAC in 2D DMPC crystals. Selected assignments are shown for residues G192, S193, and I194, allowing confirmation of the S193 Ca−Cb peak in 2D correlation spectra. Experimental details are described in Experimental Procedures. The total experimental time was ∼7 days.
Figure 2.
13 C− 13 C RFDR MAS correlation spectrum of [U-13 C, 12 C-FLY, 15 N]VDAC in DMPC lipid bilayer 2D crystals. Assignments for A8, S13, A14, and S193 are labeled in expansions of the spectrum (right). Experimental parameters were as follows: τ mix = 1.3 ms, ω r /2π = 12.5 kHz, ω 0H /2π = 750 MHz, 32 scans per t 1 slice, and a 2.5 s recycle delay for a total experiment time of ∼16 h. intensity as a function of PAR mixing time can put an upper limit on a specified contact. The maximal peak intensity was observed for 10 ms PAR mixing and is consistent with a 4−6 Å contact. 40 It is interesting to compare these results with the known structure for what is purportedly the open state of VDAC. The diffraction structure of VDAC shows the N-terminal region close in space to the inner barrel wall. Figure 5 shows a topdown view of the VDAC pore and the proximity of residue S193 to the N-terminus in the crystal structure of murine VDAC (PDB entry 3EMN). 53 The crystal structure of murine VDAC shows S193 to be close in space to the N-terminus. The S193 side chain points toward the N-terminus and is likely making a hydrogen bond with N-terminal residues. The reported distance in the crystal structure from S193 Cb to A14 Cb is 4.0 Å.
Characterization of S193E and S193A VDAC Mutants. During refolding and cation exchange chromatography, S193E and S193A behaved exactly like WT samples. Samples eluted at approximately 30−35% buffer B, and ion exchange chromatograms between WT and mutant samples appeared to be very similar. Samples of each mutant were reconstituted into DMPC lipid bilayers at a protein:lipid ratio of 2:1 (w/w) (∼1:25 protein:lipid molar ratio). We recorded 2D 13 C− 13 C correlation spectra of the mutant samples to verify that the protein refolded and was properly reconstituted into lipid bilayers. Figure 6 shows the aliphatic region of 13 C− 13 C RFDR correlation spectra of S193E and S193A. Both spectra exhibit well-resolved resonances and good spectral dispersion, indicating that both mutants are properly folded in the bilayer. The spectral resolution and dispersion appeared to be nearly identical to those of wild-type samples (<0.5 ppm 13 C line widths at ω 0H / 2π = 750 MHz). As expected, the S193 Ca−Cb cross-peak is missing for both mutants. Identification of the new residue, E or A, was difficult in 2D spectra as those peaks did not appear to have chemical shifts consistent with loop or helical regions and were presumably in regions of the spectra that were too overlapped to resolve with 2D experiments alone.
Comparison of NMR Spectra of Mutant and WildType Samples. Figures 7 and 8 show overlay comparisons of WT VDAC with S193A and with S193E. Chemical shifts and peak intensities for both the WT and S193A appeared relatively unperturbed, indicating that the secondary structures of WT VDAC and S193A are similar. All cross-peaks arising from the N-terminal region of VDAC are present in both mutant spectra, indicating that the N-terminus is still relatively rigid and remains in an α-helical conformation. On closer inspection, comparison of both spectra reveals some perturbation of chemical shifts for both mutants compared to WT samples. Those chemical shift changes appear for a sequential set of residues in the N-terminus. Specifically, 13 C chemical shifts for residues 7−14 are shifted by ∼0.5 ppm on average. This indicates that while the secondary structure of S193A as a whole appears to be very similar to that of WT samples, there does appear to be a localized structural change for those residues.
Chemical shifts for both the WT and S193E samples also overlap, suggesting as with S193A that the structures of WT VDAC and S193E are very similar. No changes in chemical shifts above ∼0.5 ppm were observed between S193E and WT VDAC. Detailed comparison of both spectra reveals some perturbation of chemical shifts for S193E. Paralleling S193A, those chemical shift changes appear for the same sequential set of residues in the N-terminus. Specifically, chemical shifts of residues 7−16 are again shifted by ∼0.5 ppm on average. This suggests a structural change in those same residues for S193E.
MD Simulations of WT VDAC and S193E. To assess the extent to which chemical shift changes observed for S193E are due to structural changes in the N-terminus, we performed equilibrium MD simulations on WT and S193E systems. MD simulations of a protein embedded in the lipid bilayer display stable protein structures. The overall root-mean-square (rms) values of the backbone atoms relative to original crystallographic coordinates are 1.9 and 2.6 Å for WT and S193E, respectively. The per-residue decompositions of rms values for both systems are shown in Figure 9 with a superposition of two average structures extracted from MD simulations.
Data collected in Figure 9 (panels A and B) show that the barrel region remains unperturbed by the mutation. The crosssectional area of S193E is ∼94% of that for the WT channel, and positional fluctuations are on the average scale previously observed in MD simulations of other proteins. However, residues 4−16 positioned in the N-terminus are considerably affected by introduction of a negative charge at residue 193. According to the MD simulations, the partial unwinding and refolding of the helical region of the N-terminus (residues 8− 16) occur several times in the course of the simulation of S193E, while this is absent in the WT. This finding is consistent with MAS NMR data suggesting the S193E mutation does not perturb the β-strands of the channel but does cause a potential structural change in the N-terminal region. The A14−S193 contact seen in both the crystal structure and MAS NMR data shown above is a long-lived contact in WT VDAC and is present in >50% of all frames over the last 80 ns of simulation. The amphipathic side chain of S193 also forms short-lived contacts with the carbonyl oxygen of G11 (<7%) and aromatic 3EMN) . 53 Residues A14 and S193 are colored green and labeled at the left. The right panel shows an expansion of the N-terminal region and nearby β-strands. The distance between A14 Cb and S193 Cb is highlighted with a dashed line and measures 4.0 Å in the crystal structure. The images were created in Pymol. 54 
Figure 6.
13 C− 13 C RFDR correlation spectra with τ mix = 1.3 ms acquired on [U-13 C, 15 N]S193E (top, blue) and [U-13 C, 15 N]S193A (bottom, red-orange). Both spectra were recorded at ω r /2π = 12.5 kHz MAS, ω 0H /2π = 750 MHz, and T = 4°C. Each experiment averaged 32 scans in the t 1 dimension and took ∼16 h. Figure 7 . Overlay of 13 C− 13 C RFDR correlation spectra of WT VDAC (black), S193E (blue), and S193A (red). All spectra were acquired at ω 0H /2π = 750 MHz and used the same experimental parameters. Figure 8 . Overlay of 13 C− 13 C RFDR correlation spectra of WT VDAC (black), S193E (blue), and S193A (red). All spectra were acquired at ω 0H /2π = 750 MHz and used identical experimental parameters. ring of F18 (<5%) ( Figure 9C ). For the S193E mutant, most of the same contact surface between the N-terminus and channel's wall is retained in the simulation. However, most of the contacts between E193 and the N-terminus become much more short-lived. It is important to stress that E193 is shielded from the main permeation pathway by N-terminal residues for VDAC-S193E, which has consequences for the functional studies of S193E, yet the S193−A14 stable contact present in WT is formed in only ∼18% of all frames in the S193E mutant. Unwinding of the N-terminal helical region led to numerous contacts (bifurcating) between E193 and the backbone of G13 and V17 ( Figure 3D ). We can conclude that surface charge on the β-barrel wall of VDAC is an important determinant of the packing and stability of the N-terminus.
Comparison of Channel Properties of WT VDAC and the S193E Mutant Reconstituted into Planar Membranes. If residue S193 is positioned inside the β-barrel ( Figure 5 ), its phosphorylation mimetic S193E introduces an extra negative charge inside the channel lumen. The additional charge could significantly change VDAC channel properties such as single-channel conductance, voltage gating, and ion selectivity. To test for such functional changes, we performed a comparative study of WT VDAC and S193E reconstituted into planar lipid membranes. Figure 10 shows the results of an electrophysiological study of S193E. S193E forms functional channels with a typical single-channel conductance of 4.1 ± 0.1 nS in 1 M KCl ( Figure 10A ). Both WT VDAC and the S193E mutant also show similar ion selectivity measured in a 1 M/0.2 M (cis/trans) KCl gradient. The voltages corresponding to zero current at this KCl concentration gradient, the so-called reversal potentials, were 8.8 ± 1.0 and 9.8 ± 1.9 mV for WT and S193E, respectively. The calculated Cl − /K + permeability ratios for WT VDAC and S193E were 1.6 ± 0.1 and 1.7 ± 0.2, respectively.
Voltage gating is the most characteristic property of VDAC 15 and could be seen in Figure 10A as transitions from one highconducting "open" state to the variety of low-conducting "closed" states at −40 mV of applied voltage. To quantitatively characterize voltage gating, we performed experiments using multichannel membranes as was previously described. 34−36 Analysis of the probability of VDAC to be open at varying potentials showed similar voltage gating for WT VDAC and S193E with characteristic bell-shaped plots ( Figure 10B ). Thus, phosphorylation mimetic S193E does not show permanent VDAC closure. Two gating parameters were calculated from the open probability plots: V 0 , the voltage required to close half of the channels ( Figure 10C ), and n, the effective gating charge ( Figure 10D ). Although at positive potentials V 0 appeared to be slightly higher for WT VDAC than for S193E ( Figure 10C ), this difference is not statistically significant (p = 0.08). These results show that although possible structural changes may be observed for S193E, the introduction of the phosphorylation mimetic at residue S193 does not measurably affect VDAC channel properties.
■ DISCUSSION
Previous MAS NMR experiments with VDAC in liposomes indirectly identified contacts between the N-terminus and barrel wall. 55 The previous approach identified possible contacts by observing the disappearance of relatively weak cross-peaks for a truncated construct in which the first 20 residues were removed. While the observation was consistent with the previously published diffraction structure of murine VDAC, the spectral degeneracy for VDAC would have made interpretation of these data very challenging without a priori knowledge of the structure. Here long-range contacts were observed with PAR, 40 a homonuclear recoupling sequence based on the third spin-assisted recoupling (TSAR) mechanism, 56 which was designed for the observation of long-range contacts at high MAS frequencies 57 and magnetic field strengths. Several distance estimates were obtained with PAR between residues in the N-terminus and S193, establishing the location of the N-terminus in lipid bilayer preparations. In contrast to the previous study, the signal-to-noise ratio in the PAR measurements presented here is very high, and through selective isotopic labeling, we have unambiguously identified contacts between S193 and residues in the N-terminus.
On the basis of MAS NMR data, we have determined that WT VDAC and VDAC mutants S193E and S193A adopt similar structures when they are reconstituted in lipid bilayers. 13 C− 13 C correlation spectra of both S193A and S193E show well-resolved and -dispersed cross-peaks, indicating both mutants were folded and properly inserted into lipid bilayers. Comparison of 13 C− 13 C correlation spectra of S193A, S193E, and WT VDAC shows relatively subtle differences in chemical shifts among the three constructs, permitting us to conclude that all three constructs have a very similar overall secondary structure. Assuming that WT VDAC is present in the open state in our NMR samples, S193A and S193E also exist in the open state under the conditions present in our NMR measurements, i.e., with no applied voltage across the bilayer.
Electrophysiological measurements presented here demonstrate that S193E forms typical VDAC channels ( Figure 10A ) and exhibits gating behavior that is nearly identical to that of WT VDAC (Figure 10B−D) . This is consistent with MAS NMR results showing very similar secondary structures between WT VDAC and S193E for the presumably open state. While AFM data from Chen et al. 25 claim to show that S193E is always closed and the channel does not gate, AFM measurements do not directly probe channel gating. The wellestablished and more widely used experimental approach for measuring channel gating is to study a current response to the applied voltage of single or multiple channels reconstituted into the lipid membrane.
Functional studies reported here show that S193E has the same ion selectivity as WT VDAC. One potential explanation for not observing an effect on channel properties by introducing an additional negative charge for S193E would be that residue S193 is not exposed to the VDAC pore lumen. This idea is consistent with a structural model proposed by Colombini and co-workers developed from a number of electrophysiological experiments in combination with pointdirected mutagenesis. 58, 59 In Colombini's model, the analogous residue from fungal and human VDAC is positioned in a loop outside the transmembrane region and outside the pore. 26, 60 Therefore, channel ion selectivity and gating would remain unaffected by modification of this residue. This model differs from the structure of the presumed open state of murine VDAC and human VDAC, where S193 is positioned near the N-terminus and the side chain. Furthermore, Colombini's model differs from our MAS NMR results presented here that show that the chemical shift for S193 is consistent with a β-strand topology and the distance between S193 and N-terminal residue A14 is 4−6 Å. A second interpretation of both the functional and MAS NMR data is that the N-terminal domain screens or obstructs the charged residue of S193E from contributing to the channel's interior surface charge. It would then follow that during channel gating, the N-terminus does not change its position significantly relative to the barrel wall. This hypothesis is supported by VDAC functional studies of cross-linked samples, 12 where cross-linking residue L10C from the α-helical region of the N-terminus to residue A170C from the β-barrel wall of the pore in an engineered double Cys mutant of murine VDAC did not prevent voltage gating of the channel reconstituted into planar lipid membranes. Therefore, it was suggested that the N-terminus is located inside the channel pore attached to β-strand 11 when VDAC is open and does not move independently of A170 during voltage gating. Considering the proximity of the two pairs of residues in the Nterminal helix, L10 and A14, and the two residues in β-strands, A170 and S193, we propose that E193 could be screened by the N-terminal region and therefore not affect channel selectivity.
Modeling of Ion Conductance and Selectivity of WT VDAC and S193E. To explore the extent to which E193 is screened by the N-terminus, we employed Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations for WT VDAC and S193E. The current− voltage (I−V) relation in the symmetric 1.0 M KCl solution from GCMC/BD simulations is shown in Figure 11 . The I−V relation appears to be symmetric, and the estimated conductance is 4.3 ± 0.3 and 3.8 ± 0.4 nS for WT and S193E, respectively. All simulations were performed with the inclusion of a hydrodynamic correction as proposed in our previous work. The standard error in BD computations is ∼10%, and therefore, for all practical purposes, both channels (WT and S193E) exhibit very similar open-pore conductance.
Next, we used BD simulations to assess reversal potentials and thus to determine channel selectivity. All simulations were performed with a cis chamber concentration [C] i of 1 M KCl and a trans chamber concentration [C] o of 0.1 M KCl. The resulting reversal potential displayed well-defined anion selectivity of WT VDAC with a reversal potential of −13.5 mV. S193E displayed even higher anion selectivity with a shift of reversal potential to −17.2 mV. The standard error in the reversal potential extracted from BD simulations that use small voltages is generally high, and it is difficult to define small reversal potentials more accurately than ±3−4 mV. However, the reversal potentials from BD simulations marked both pores as anion-selective and computed open-pore conductance in excellent agreement with experimental measurements. Thus, while the conformation of the N-terminus may be affected by the S193E mutation, this perturbation does not result in a change in the selective properties due to E193 shielding by the N-terminus.
Physiological Significance of Mutations and Phosphorylation of VDAC. Our NMR and electrophysiology results suggest that phosphorylation of VDAC alone by Nek1 at S193 is not sufficient to cause channel closure, in contrast to those of Chen et al. reported by AFM. Electrophysiological experiments presented here show that S193E voltage-gating behavior is nearly identical to that of WT VDAC. Isolated S193E channels exhibit characteristic properties of WT VDAC and are found to be in a closed or low-conducting state only at voltages exceeding ±30 mV. MAS NMR results demonstrated that the 3D topologies of S193E and S193A are very similar to those of WT VDAC and that any perturbations in channel structure occur around the N-terminal region. Our results, however, cannot completely rule out the possibility that Nek1 still phosphorylates VDAC and that this event helps to regulate cellular apoptosis. Conditions present in the cell and outside of the scope of this study could explain the discrepancies; for example, interactions between VDAC and other proteins in the presence of Nek1 may contribute to controlling cell survivability through phosphorylation of other proteins. Another possible explanation is that VDAC closure is not required to regulate cell death 61 and that phosphorylation of VDAC coincides with other events that delay cell death.
■ CONCLUSIONS
In this study we have shown that unambiguous contacts between the N-terminal region of VDAC with residue S193 in the β-barrel are within 4−6 Å, providing further support that the structure of human VDAC in lipid bilayers is similar to the diffraction structure of murine VDAC. These measurements also demonstrate that valuable structural information can be obtained with MAS NMR on large integral membrane proteins in a reasonable amount of instrument time.
A phosphorylation mimetic, S193E, and a control sample, S193A, both form properly refolded functional channels. Chemical shift differences in MAS NMR spectra of S193E and S193A are relatively small (∼0.5 ppm and less) and are observed only for residues in the N-terminal region. This indicates that the overall secondary structures of WT VDAC, S193E, and S193A are very similar. Furthermore, cross-peak intensities for all three samples are also very similar, indicating that there are no large differences in micro-to millisecond dynamics among these samples.
Electrophysiological experiments show that the VDAC-S193E mutant gates properly and its voltage-gating behavior is nearly identical to that of the WT channel. Thus, S193E is not always closed, contradicting previous claims based on AFM measurements. Furthermore, functional data provide a context for interpreting chemical shift perturbations for S193E. The absence of significant changes in the functional parameters of the WT compared to the mutant VDAC indicates that perturbations in the secondary structures of S193E do not affect VDAC voltage gating. This provides further evidence that suggests the N-terminus alone is not responsible for voltage gating, although it may be involved with other regions of the protein. Because our results on isolated VDAC do not probe VDAC within a cell, it is possible that VDAC phosphorylation coincides with or triggers additional events or molecular interactions that delay cell death. 
